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Experimental data concerning isospin transport phenomena for the systems 80Kr + 40,48Ca at 35 MeV/nucleon
are presented. Data have been collected with four FAZIA blocks; this data set is the same analyzed in S. Piantelli
et al., Phys. Rev. C 101, 034613 (2020). The isotopic composition of the QuasiProjectile residue (up to Z around
25) and of its decay products in the two reactions are compared, finding a neutron enrichment when the target
is 48Ca. The isotopic composition of the emitted light charged particles (LCP) and intermediate mass fragments
(IMF) was also investigated in different windows of velocity. The obtained results have been compared with
the prediction of the transport model AMD followed by the statistical code GEMINI (used as an afterburner),
with different recipes for the density dependence of the symmetry energy term in the nuclear equation of state.
A weak indication in favor of a stiff symmetry energy emerges when the fragments emitted at midvelocity are
examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION46

In the literature many experimental evidences about the47

so-called isospin transport phenomena in heavy-ion collisions48

*Corresponding author: piantelli@fi.infn.it
†Deceased.

around Fermi energies (20–50 MeV/nucleon) can be found, 49

e.g., Refs. [1–14]. The term “isospin transport” indicates all 50

the cases in which the isotopic composition of the ejectiles 51

depends on the velocity region they belong to and cases in 52

which the isotopic composition of the ejectiles associated to 53

the phase space of one of the reaction partners depends on 54

the isotopic composition of the other one. The amount of 55

isospin transport is related to the symmetry energy term of the 56
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nuclear equation of state for isospin-asymmetric matter. The57

dependence of the isotopic composition of the ejectiles on the58

velocity can be easily put into evidence in symmetric reac-59

tions. Comparing reactions with targets of different isotopic60

composition, being equal in the beam energy and the projec-61

tile, it is instead possible to evidence the effect of changing the62

isotopic composition of one reaction partner on the isotopic63

contents of the ejectiles associated to the other one.64

In particular, in peripheral and semiperipheral reactions,65

where the cross section is dominated by binary collisions,66

with two outcoming heavy fragments, the quasiprojectile (QP)67

and the quasitarget (QT), at the end of the interaction phase,68

the isospin of the QP depends on the N/Z of the target.69

Clear examples of this effect, although at a slightly lower70

beam energy with respect to the Fermi energy domain, can71

be found in Refs. [10] and [13]. In Ref. [10] a 86Kr beam at72

15 MeV/nucleon and two Sn targets, a neutron-rich 124Sn and73

a neutron-poor 112Sn, were used; the isotopic composition of74

the QP was measured by means of the momentum achromat75

recoil spectrometer (MARS) [15], finding a shift toward the76

neutron-rich side when the target is the neutron-rich one and77

vice versa. In Ref. [13] the 〈N〉/Z vs. Z of the QP, coming78

from a 32S beam at 17.7 MeV/nucleon, was found to be79

systematically higher when the target was the neutron-rich80

48Ca compared with the case of 40Ca. Also the isotopic com-81

position of the QP decay products depends on the neutron82

richness of the target, as shown, for example, in Ref. [9],83

where the isotopic composition of complex particles emitted84

from the QP is more neutron rich in the reaction on 197Au85

than in the reaction on 58Ni, for a beam of 58Ni at 52 and 7486

MeV/nucleon. Similarly in Ref. [13] the d/p and t/p ratios87

for particles forward emitted with respect to the QP were88

found to depend on the neutron richness of the target, although89

the projectile was the same. In Ref. [12], where only inclusive90

data were available because only one prototype FAZIA tele-91

scope, placed at forward angles, was used, the 〈N〉/Z vs. Z92

of the ejectiles was systematically higher when the target was93

the neutron-rich 124Sn compared with that obtained when the94

target was 112Sn. In Ref. [7] the isobaric yield ratio 7Li / 7Be95

for fragments emitted from the QP shows a dependence on96

the neutron richness of the target: For a given beam of 40Ca97

at 25 MeV/nucleon the ratio is higher when the target is 48Ca98

with respect to the case with the 40Ca target. In Ref. [8] the99

isobaric ratios of light products emitted by the QP is com-100

pared for systems with Ca beams at 32 MeV/nucleon and Sn101

targets with different isotopic composition; it was found that102

the N/Z value of the QP (reconstructed by means of a fitting103

procedure and normalized to that of the total system) depends104

on the isotopic composition of the target and it is intermediate105

between that of the projectile and that of the total system, thus106

corresponding to an incomplete isospin equilibration between107

target and projectile.108

In peripheral and semiperipheral reactions around the109

Fermi energy a considerable amount of light charged particles110

(LCP) and mainly intermediate mass fragments (IMF) are111

emitted at midvelocity, i.e., at velocities intermediate between112

that of QP and QT; this emission, which takes place on shorter113

timescales with respect to the statistical deexcitation of QP114

and QT, might originate from the rupture of a “neck” of115

nuclear matter formed during the interaction phase. If the iso- 116

topic composition of midvelocity LCP and IMF is compared 117

with that of the ejectiles coming from the statistical deexcita- 118

tion of QP and QT, a neutron enrichment is observed for the 119

former emission. Examples of such effects can be found for 120

example in Ref. [11], where the 〈N〉/Z of midvelocity IMF is 121

shown to be systematically higher than that of IMF evaporated 122

by QP or QT. Within the limits of an inclusive measurement, 123

in Ref. [12] the 〈N〉/Z of light IMF with velocity closer to the 124

center-of-mass (c.m.) value is considerably higher than that of 125

the IMF with the same Z emitted with velocity closer to the 126

QP. In Ref. [7] the isobaric yield ratio 7Li / 7Be is higher for 127

fragments emitted at midvelocity than for fragments emitted 128

from the QP. In Ref. [4] the authors simultaneously mea- 129

sured neutrons and charged particles in the symmetric reaction 130

64Zn + 64Zn at 45 MeV/nucleon; they separated the contri- 131

bution of the QP source from that of the midvelocity source 132

using a moving source fit, and they found that the N/Z at 133

midvelocity (including all the detected products, free neutrons 134

included) is considerably higher than that at the velocity of 135

the QP. Other examples of neutron enrichment for the mid- 136

velocity emission can be found in Ref. [1] or Ref. [2] and 137

in Ref. [16]. 138

When a proper combination of neutron-rich and neutron- 139

deficient systems is available, in order to investigate the 140

isospin transport process the isospin transport ratio introduced 141

in Ref. [17] can be used, as shown, e.g., in Refs. [3,6,14]; 142

this technique is extremely powerful because it allows to 143

minimize undesired effects introducing linear perturbations 144

with respect to the primary fragment partitions [18], such as 145

pre-equilibrium emission or sequential decay. 146

From the theoretical point of view, the isospin transport 147

mechanism is generally attributed to the fact that neutrons 148

and protons are subject to different forces; two contributions 149

can be put into evidence, a diffusion process, driven by the 150

isospin-asymmetry gradient between target and projectile, and 151

a drift one, driven by the density gradient between differ- 152

ent regions of the interacting system [19]. The latter can 153

favor a neutron enrichment at midvelocity with respect to the 154

QP/QT regions in peripheral and semiperipheral collisions, 155

because the midvelocity zone is supposed to be at density ρ 156

lower than the saturation value ρ0 typical of the evaporating 157

QP/QT. However, it must be considered that the fractionation 158

mechanism (i.e., the fact that in dilute isospin-asymmetric 159

nuclear matter the gas phase is more neutron rich than the 160

liquid one [20–22]) may reduce the isospin content of the 161

midvelocity fragments. Since the amount of isospin transport 162

is related to the symmetry energy term of the nuclear equation 163

of state for isospin-asymmetric matter, some hints about such 164

a term can be drawn by comparing the experimental results 165

on observables related to the isospin transport process with 166

the prediction of transport models, able to give a good general 167

description of the reaction phenomenology, with different hy- 168

potheses for the density dependence of the symmetry energy 169

term. Of course, this method works provided that the system 170

explores regions sufficiently far from ρ0; in fact close to ρ0 171

(more precisely at ∼ 2
3ρ0, corresponding to the average density 172

of atomic nuclei) all symmetry energy predictions are con- 173

strained by the value given by the semiempirical mass formula 174
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but not the slope parameter L1, which is less well constrained175

[24]. For example, in Ref. [11] the authors found a better176

reproduction of the 〈N〉/Z vs. Z of the midvelocity emitted177

IMF for the system 124Sn + 64Ni at 35 MeV/nucleon with178

an asystiff (L = 80 MeV) parametrization of the symmetry179

energy; they used SMF [25] (followed by GEMINI [26,27]180

as an afterburner) as transport model to compare with the181

experimental data. No sensitivity to the symmetry energy182

density dependence was found in Ref. [13] at lower beam183

energy (17.7 MeV/nucleon) looking at the 〈N〉/Z vs. Z of the184

QP; in this case the adopted model was again SMF followed185

by GEMINI++ [28]. This time the lack of sensitivity was186

expected, because below 20 MeV/nucleon the system is sup-187

posed to stay close to normal density. However, even at higher188

beam energies (52 and 74 MeV/nucleon) in Ref. [29], com-189

paring the experimental data with SMF followed by SIMON190

[30] as an afterbuner, the authors found that neither the 〈N〉/Z191

vs. Z of the QP nor that of the complex particles emitted192

by the QP show a significant dependence on the symmetry193

energy parametrization; also this finding is justified as due to194

the small range in density around ρ0 experienced by the QP195

during the reaction. From these observations it seems that the196

isotopic composition of the QP and of its decay products are197

not the most suitable tool to investigate the symmetry energy198

term, though they may still be useful observables to test the199

symmetry energy when they are analyzed in the form of the200

isospin transport ratio. Clearer constraints might be obtained201

looking at the isotopic composition of midvelocity products,202

because in that case a wider range in ρ (on the low density side203

with respect to ρ0) is tested. However, the most promising tool204

to test the symmetry energy seems to be the isospin transport205

ratio [31], although the fact that it is necessary to rely on206

models not always agreeing among themselves may represent207

a real limitation of the technique. For example, in Ref. [3] the208

experimental results were compared with those of a BUU code209

[32], finding indication of a rather stiff symmetry energy. At210

variance, in Ref. [33] and Ref. [34], which both used ImQMD211

[35] as reference model, a softer symmetry energy was ex-212

tracted. Two detailed reviews of the main experimental results213

concerning the isospin transport process and the comparisons214

with the prediction of the most high-performance models can215

be found in Refs. [36] and [37].216

In such a scenario a setup like FAZIA (Refs. [38,39] and217

references therein), with extremely good capabilities in terms218

of isotopic identification (up to Z = 25 for ejectiles punching219

through the first 300-μm-thick silicon layer and up to Z = 20220

for particles stopped in the first layer), can be very useful in221

shedding further light on the isospin transport phenomena and222

in better constraining the density dependence of the symmetry223

energy term; in fact, also in a reduced configuration, as the224

one used for the experiment described in this work, FAZIA225

is able to add new experimental data on this topic to the226

1The symmetry energy is commonly expanded aroung ρ0 as
Esym(ρ ) = S0 + L (ρ−ρ0 )

3ρ0
+ O[ (ρ−ρ0 )2

9ρ2
0

] [23]; the models for the sym-

metry energy are defined as stiff or soft depending on the value of
the slope parameter L.
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FIG. 1. Center-of-mass polar angle of the biggest fragment of the
event ϑ c.m.

biggest vs. flow angle ϑ c.m.
flow for events with multipliticy �2 for

the system 80Kr + 48Ca. (a) Experimental data. (b) Simulated data
(AMD + GEMINI++) filtered with a software replica of the setup.

large amount of already published measurements. In this pa- 227

per we report the experimental results concerning the isospin 228

transport for the systems 80Kr + 40,48Ca at 35 MeV/nucleon 229

using experimental data collected with a reduced setup (four 230

blocks) during the first FAZIA experiment; this data set is the 231

same analyzed in Ref. [40]. The event selection criteria have 232

been checked by means of a transport model (antisymmetrized 233

molecular dynamics AMD [41–43]) coupled with the statis- 234

tical code GEMINI [26,28,44] as an afterburner, which was 235

able to well reproduce the main features of the experimental 236

events, as shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [40]. From the comparison 237

of the experimental results with the prediction of this model, 238

some hints toward a stiff symmetry energy have been found 239

(see Sec. IV C). 240

II. THE EXPERIMENT 241

As described in Ref. [40], the experiment took place at 242

INFN-LNS, with a beam of 80Kr at 35 MeV/nucleon, deliv- 243

ered by the Ciclotrone Superconduttore (CS) cyclotron with 244

an average current of 0.1 pnA, impinging on either of two 245

500-μg cm−2-thick Ca targets, a neutron-deficient 40Ca and a 246

neutron-rich 48Ca. Both targets were sandwiched between two 247

thin (10-μg cm−2-thick) layers of 12C to avoid prompt oxida- 248

tion. The choice of a beam with N/Z = 1.22, in between that 249

of both calcium targets (1.0 and 1.4), was specifically adopted 250

to investigate the isospin transport looking at the properties 251

of the QP residue and its decay products after reacting with 252

a more or less neutron-rich target. Unfortunately the quality 253

of the data collected with the 40Ca target is worse because a 254

parasitic beam of 40Ar at the same beam energy was delivered 255

together with the 80Kr beam; this fact requires more stringent 256

conditions for the selection of the QP residue coming from the 257

80Kr beam, for example a very high lower limit (Z > 18) on 258

the size of the QP residue when the 40Ca case is analyzed, thus 259

rejecting the most dissipative events. The choice of Z = 19 as 260

a lower limit for the QP residue is sufficient to exclude the 261

pollution due to the 40Ar (Z = 18) parasitic beam; in fact, as 262

it will be shown in Sec. III, in the analyzed data sample we 263

want to exclude (via a proper cut, as shown in Fig. 2) central 264

collisions, mostly producing a big source after incomplete fu- 265

sion process. As a consequence, keeping only events in which 266

the forward emitted (in center of mass) biggest fragment (i.e., 267
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FIG. 2. Ztot vs. ϑ c.m.
flow for events with multipliticy �2 for the sys-

tem 80Kr + 48Ca. (a) Experimental data. (b) Simulated data (AMD
+ GEMINI++) filtered with a software replica of the setup. The
black rectangle corresponds to the adopted selection for peripheral
collisions.

the QP residue) has a charge greater than 18 very efficiently268

excludes from further analysis the spurious events originated269

by Ar-induced collisions. Only DIC events coming from the270

heavier Kr bream can fulfill the applied condition. Of course,271

we are aware that this cut excludes also the most dissipative272

collisions induced by the good Kr beam, where relatively light273

QP residues, with Z � 18, can be found at the end of the274

deexcitation chain.275

The experimental setup, described in Ref. [40], consisted276

of four FAZIA blocks [38], for a total of 64 three-layer tele-277

scopes [300 μm Si–500 μm Si–10 cm CsI(Tl) read out by a278

photodiode], fully equipped with digital electronics, arranged279

in a belt configuration, covering the polar angles between 2.4◦
280

and 17.4◦; a sketch of the setup can be found in Fig. 1 of281

Ref. [40] and in Fig. 1 of Ref. [45]. The isotopic identification282

was achieved up to Z = 25 for ions punching through the first283

Si layer and up to Z = 20 for particles stopped in it thanks to284

the pulse shape analysis. Since the grazing angle is around 2◦
285

for both investigated reactions, the geometrical configuration286

adopted in this experiment allowed to measure both the QP287

residue and the QP fission fragments, whose properties are288

the topic of Ref. [40].289

III. DATA ANALYSIS290

Since this work is focused on the properties of the QP291

residue and of the midvelocity emission in semiperipheral292

events, binary events must be selected, after rejecting events293

with experimental multiplicity less than 2. Such a selection294

is obtained from the correlation between the total detected295

charge Ztot and the center-of-mass flow angle ϑc.m.
flow [46] built296

including all the ejectiles. Such an angle is defined starting297

from the momentum tensor Qi j = ∑N
n=1

p(n)
i p(n)

j

p(n) , where p(n)
i( j) is298

the i( j) Cartesian component of the momentum �p (n) of the299

nth particle in the center-of-mass frame; the sum runs over300

all the detected products. Once the tensor is diagonalized,301

three eigenvalues λi, with i = 1,2,3, and three eigenvectors302

�ei, with i = 1,2,3, are obtained. If λ1 is the largest eigen-303

value, then the flow angle is defined as the angle between304

the corresponding eigenvector �e1 and the beam axis versor û3:305

cos(ϑc.m.
flow ) = |�e1 · û3|. Due to the limited angular coverage of306
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FIG. 3. Top: Z vs. vlab for all the ejectiles of events fulfilling
the semiperipheral selection for the reaction 80Kr + 48Ca. (a) Exper-
imental data. (b) AMD + GEMINI++. Bottom: (c) vlab distribution
for experimental (symbols) and simulated (histograms) data. (d) Z
distribution for experimental (symbols) and simulated (histograms)
data. The solid arrow corresponds to the beam velocity, while the
dashed arrow corresponds to the center-of-mass velocity.

the setup, the flow angle is strictly correlated to the polar angle 307

of the biggest fragment of the event, as shown in Fig. 1. 308

The adopted selection requires 8◦ � ϑc.m.
flow � 30◦ and 309

Ztot � 12, as shown by the black rectangle in Fig. 2(a). 310

In order to check the validity of the adopted selec- 311

tion to identify semiperipheral binary events, the same 312

condition was applied to simulated data produced by the 313

AMD model [41–43] coupled to GEMINI [26,28,44] as 314

an afterburner. The simulated data, filtered via a soft- 315

ware replica of the setup, which takes into account both 316

the geometrical coverage and the identification thresholds, 317

were found to reproduce reasonably well the experimen- 318

tal data [40], as shown also in Fig. 2(b). Details about 319

the version of the model used in this work (which in- 320

cludes cluster correlations) can be found in Refs. [40,47]. 321

Here we only recall that AMD was run with both a stiff 322

(L = 108 MeV) and a soft (L = 46 MeV) parametriza- 323

tion of the symmetry energy term (both of them with 324

S0 = 32 MeV) and that GEMINI was used both in its C++ 325

version [28] and in the Fortran90 one [26,44], because some 326

differences in the composition of the secondary deexcitation 327

were observed depending on the used afterburner [47]. Unless 328

otherwise mentioned, the stiff version of AMD (coupled to 329

GEMINI++) is used. 330

The Z vs. vlab correlation (where vlab is the laboratory 331

velocity) for all the detected products in semiperipheral events 332

(i.e., events falling inside the black rectangle of Fig. 2) 333

is shown in the panels of Fig. 3 both for the experiment 334

[Fig. 3(a)] and for the simulation [Fig. 3(b)], while in 335

Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) the laboratory velocity and the charge 336
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FIG. 4. Top: Experimental data for the system 80Kr + 48Ca. (a) Z
vs. vlab for the biggest fragment in events where only the QP residue
is detected. (b) Z vs. vlab for the biggest and the second biggest
fragment in events where both QP and QT residues are detected.
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circles) and (b) (open circles). Solid and dashed histograms are the
corresponding simulated (AMD + GEMINI++) events. The solid
arrow corresponds to the beam velocity, while the dashed arrow
corresponds to the center-of-mass velocity.

distribution are shown, respectively. In this figure, both for the337

experimental [Fig. 3(a)] and the simulated case [Fig. 3(b)] the338

QP residue of binary reactions is clearly evident at velocity339

slightly smaller than the beam one (indicated by the solid340

arrow). In a minority of events also the QT residue is detected.341

The simulation reproduces reasonably well the experimental342

data, although there is a small shift in the QP residue velocity,343

with the experimental case less dissipative than the simulated344

one.345

The events we are focusing on in this work are as follows:346

(i) events where only the QP residue, possibly accompanied347

by LCP and light IMF (Z = 3 and 4), is detected and (ii)348

events where both QP and QT residues are identified. In type349

(i) only one big fragment (with Z � 12 or Z > 18, with the350

latter condition used when 80Kr + 40Ca is considered, too)351

forward emitted in the center-of-mass frame is detected. In352

type (ii) two fragments are identified, one fulfilling the same353

conditions of the QP residue of type (i) and one with Z � 5;354

the relative angle in the center-of-mass frame between the two355

detected fragments must be ϑc.m.
rel � 160◦. Here except for the356

discussion addressed in Sec. IV C, we reject the QP break up357

channel (events with two fragments and 40◦ � ϑc.m.
rel � 100◦),358

which was the main subject of Ref. [40].359

The Z vs. vlab correlation for the biggest fragment for360

events in which only the QP residue is detected [type (i)]361

is shown in Fig. 4(a); the same plot for the biggest and362

the second biggest fragment of the event when QP and QT363

0 5 10 15
b (fm)

1

10

210

310E
ve

nt
s

type i)

type ii)

FIG. 5. Impact parameter distribution of type (i) (continuous
line) and type (ii) (dashed line) events for the reaction 80Kr + 48Ca.
Filtered simulated data (AMD + GEMINI++).

residues are detected [type (ii)] is shown in (b). The velocity 364

distributions of the QP residue in both classes of events are 365

very similar, as shown by solid circles and open circles in (c); 366

the same behavior is observed also for simulated data [solid 367

and dashed histograms in Fig. 4(c)], although the simulated 368

events appear to be more dissipative. The charge of the QP 369

residue when measured in coincidence with the QT residue 370

[open points in Fig. 4(d)] is lower than when only a QP residue 371

is detected (solid points). This observation, that the model 372

nicely reproduces (as shown by solid and dashed lines), is 373

related to the fact that type (ii) events are more dissipative. 374

Indeed, due to the small angular coverage of the setup, in 375

order to detect also the QT [type (ii)], the event must be more 376

dissipative than in case of detection of the QP residue only 377

[type (i)] and the charge of the QP residue is relatively well 378

anticorrelated to the centrality of the reaction. In contrast, the 379

QP residue velocity weakly depends on the centrality, thus 380

explaining the similarity of the velocity distributions in type 381

(i) and type (ii) events. The model supports this evidence as 382

shown in Fig. 5, where the impact parameter distribution for 383

the two classes of events is drawn. Although the distribution 384

is rather broad in both cases, the average impact parameter for 385

type (ii) events is 5.3 fm while it is 6.0 fm for type (i) events. 386

Concerning the contribution of the 12C background, the 387

estimate made by means of a HIPSE simulation [48], as 388

explained in Ref. [40], suggests that such contribution is ab- 389

solutely negligible for events where also the QT is detected, 390

while it reaches up to 1% when the QP residue only is mea- 391

sured. As a consequence, we can safely neglect the effect of 392

the reactions on 12C in the analysis of these data. 393

IV. RESULTS 394

A. Isospin diffusion: Isotopic composition of the QP 395

residue and its ejectiles 396

The most direct evidence of isospin diffusion can be ob- 397

tained by comparing the isotopic composition of the QP 398
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FIG. 6. Experimental isotopic distribution of the QP residue in the charge range Z = 19–24. Type (i) and type (ii) events are summed.
Solid symbols: 80Kr + 48Ca. Open symbols: 80Kr + 40Ca.

residue when the target changes from 40Ca to 48Ca; of course399

this is possible only when the fragments are identified also in400

mass. The very good performance of FAZIA makes it possible401

to investigate the isotopic composition of the QP residue up to402

Z = 25, which, in any case, corresponds to rather dissipative403

reactions, being the charge of the projectile 36. However, we404

want to stress that the possibility to study the isospin diffusion405

process by looking at the isotopic composition of the QP406

residue in such a wide charge range and at the same time407

at its evaporated products is a peculiar strength of FAZIA,408

which makes its results competitive with those obtained by409

means of spectrometers. The obtained results are presented in410

Fig. 6, as open symbols for 80Kr + 40Ca and solid symbols411

for 80Kr + 48Ca, including both type (i) and type (ii) events412

without distinguishing; we have verified that in both systems413

the 〈N〉/Z of the QP residue in type (ii) events is system-414

atically slightly lower (by about 0.3%) than that of type (i)415

events. From this plot it clearly emerges that when the target416

is 48Ca the yield of the neutron-rich side is more populated417

with respect to the case of 40Ca. This indicates that in the418

investigated charge region (between 19 and 25) the 〈N〉/Z of419

the QP residue for the 80Kr + 48Ca reaction is systematically420

higher by about 0.02 (i.e., less than 0.5 neutrons) than for421

80Kr + 40Ca. This gives a direct evidence of isospin diffusion,422

as shown in the literature either on data collected with a423

spectrometer [10] (in this case covering all the QP residue424

charge range) or for a much lighter projectile [13].425

The isotopic composition of particles forward emitted with426

respect to the QP residue (and hence mainly evaporated by427

the QP) is shown in Fig. 7 for both systems; their 〈N〉/Z as428

a function of their charge is shown in Fig. 8, again for both429

reactions. The yield of protons largely dominates the Z = 1430

emission [Fig. 7(a)], thus strongly reducing the 〈N〉/Z for431

Z = 1 observed in Fig. 8. From such a figure we can see 432

that when the target is 48Ca the emitted particles are slightly 433

more neutron rich, with the possible exception of Z = 2; in 434

that case the contribution of α particles is so dominant for 435
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FIG. 7. Experimental isotopic distributions of particles forward
emitted with respect to the QP residue in the charge range Z =
1–4. Type (i) and type (ii) events are summed. Solid symbols:
80Kr + 48Ca. Open symbols: 80Kr + 40Ca.
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FIG. 8. Experimental 〈N〉/Z vs. Z for particles forward emitted
with respect to the QP residue. Solid symbols: 80Kr + 48Ca. Open
symbols: 80Kr + 40Ca

both reactions [as shown in Fig. 7(b)] that the effect of other436

isotopes is negligible (〈N〉/Z almost equal to 1 in both cases).437

In any case, if we look at the yield ratio between 6He and438

α particles, as shown in Fig. 9, then we can see that the yield439

of the neutron-rich He isotope tends to increase with respect440

to the α when the target is the neutron-rich 48Ca, as expected.441

The same trend is observed for all isotopic and isobaric ratios442

shown in the plot: When the target is the neutron-rich one, the443

yield ratios (always calculated with the yields of the neutron-444

rich particles in the numerator) are higher, thus indicating that445

not only the isotopic composition of the QP residue (slightly)446

depends on the isospin of the target but also that of its evapo-447

rated particles, as shown for example also in Refs. [9,13,49].2448

In particular, it is possible to calculate the N/Z event-averaged449

ratio for complex particles, which was introduced in Ref. [9]450

as (〈N〉/〈Z〉)CP = ∑
Nev

∑
i Ni/

∑
Nev

∑
i Zi, where Nev is the451

number of events, Ni is the neutron number, and Zi is the452

proton number of forward emitted (with respect to the QP453

residue) ejectiles with Zi = 1–4, but excluding free protons454

(the inclusion of free protons would require to include also455

free neutrons, which are undetected). The obtained results456

are 1.030 ± 0.012 for 80Kr + 40Ca and 1.051 ± 0.003 for457

80Kr + 48Ca, again demonstrating a neutron enrichment in458

the light ejectiles evaporated from the QP when the target is459

neutron rich.460

B. Isospin drift: Isotopic composition of light products461

as a function of their velocity462

The limited angular coverage of the setup prevented us463

from separating in a clean way the midvelocity from the evap-464

2The fact that the difference in 〈N〉/Z for the QP residue when the
target is changed from 40Ca to 48Ca is small may be partially due to
the different secondary evaporation, more neutron rich for the 48Ca
case and more neutron deficient for the 40Ca one.
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FIG. 9. Experimental yield ratio for particles forward emitted
with respect to the QP residue. Solid symbols: 80Kr + 48Ca. Open
symbols: 80Kr + 40Ca.

orative emission. However, it is reasonable to assume, as done 465

in Sec. IV A, that the ejectiles forward emitted with respect 466

to the QP residue are mainly the result of the evaporative 467

decay of the QP. On the other hand, particles forward emitted 468

with respect to the center-of-mass system, but backward with 469

respect to the QP residue, are of multiple origin, because 470

they include both the evaporation from the QP and the mid- 471

velocity emission, although a contribution also from the QT 472

cannot be categorically excluded. This last contribution may 473

be present mainly when the relative velocity between QP and 474

QT is small (in very dissipative collisions) and the Coulomb 475

ridges of the emissions from the two reaction partners tend 476

to partially overlap. In any case, as we will see, the results 477

obtained for the reaction with the 40Ca target suggest that the 478

target contribution is not so critical. In fact, in Fig. 10 some 479

isobaric and isotopic yield ratios (with the neutron-rich ejec- 480

tile always in the numerator) are shown, both for particles 481

forward emitted with respect to the QP residue (circles), from 482

now on called forward particles, and for particles forward 483

emitted in the center of mass and backward emitted with 484

respect to the QP residue (squares), from now on called 485

backward particles.3 It is evident that the ratios for backward 486

particles are systematically higher than the ratios obtained for 487

forward particles, i.e., there is a neutron enrichment in the 488

backward emission. We observe that this enrichment is seen 489

not only in Fig. 10(a), where an evaporative contribution from 490

the neutron-rich target 48Ca might spuriously increase the 491

isotopic composition of the backward emission with respect to 492

the forward QP evaporation, but also in Fig. 10(b), where the 493

target is less neutron-rich than the 80Kr projectile. Therefore 494

these results suggest a neutron enrichment of the midvelocity 495

emission, possibly related to the isospin drift mechanism. The 496

same effect is seen in the 〈N〉/Z vs. Z of backward particles 497

(not shown), which is systematically higher with respect to 498

that of forward particles (shown in Fig. 8) for both systems, 499

with a minimum difference for Z = 2 due to the fact that α 500

particles always dominate the helium emission. The differ- 501

ence between the 〈N〉/Z of backward and forward particles 502

3While the open circles of Fig. 10(b) are exactly the same as those
of Fig. 9, the solid circles of Fig. 10(a) have been obtained reducing
the minimum charge for the QP residue identification to Z � 12.
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FIG. 10. Experimental yield ratio for forward (circles) and back-
ward (squares) particles. Solid symbols: 80Kr + 48Ca (minimum
charge of the QP residue: 12). Open symbols: 80Kr + 40Ca (minimum
charge of the QP residue: 18).

is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of their Z for both reactions,503

as in Fig. 7(c) of Ref. [12]. The difference is always positive,504

with a minimum for Z = 2 and a maximum for Z = 1; the505

effect is similar in both systems, as expected, because in this506

presentation the contribution of the isospin diffusion cancels507

out, since it affects in a similar way the evaporation from the508

QP in both forward and backward direction,4 leaving only the509

4A similar consideration can be applied also to the isospin fraction-
ation, which takes place everywhere; as a consequence it is removed
by the adopted subtraction procedure.
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FIG. 11. Experimental difference between 〈N〉/Z of backward
and forward particles as a function of their Z (minimum charge
of QP residue: 18). Solid symbols: 80Kr + 48Ca. Open symbols:
80Kr + 40Ca.

outcome which may be ascribed to the isospin drift process, 510

very similar for both reactions. 511

C. Hints toward a stiff symmetry energy 512

In the previous Secs. IV A and IV B we have put into 513

evidence the presence, in the experimental data, of effects 514

that can be attributed to the isospin diffusion and drift. In 515

this section we will investigate the possibility to gain some 516

hints on the stiffness of the symmetry energy from the com- 517

parison of the experimental results with the prediction of 518

AMD plus GEMINI++, in particular looking at isospin drift 519

related effects. In fact such effects should present a significant 520

sensitivity to the stiffness of the symmetry energy, because 521

they take place when a density gradient is established, i.e., 522

when a part of the system moves away from ρ0, and, in the 523

hydrodynamical approximation of Ref. [19], the amount of the 524

drift should depend on the density derivative of the symmetry 525

energy. 526

A good sensitivity can be expected looking at the mid- 527

velocity emission, as it was done for example in Ref. [11], 528

because the neck region is supposed to be more diluted than 529

the QP/QT. We therefore first compare the isotopic distribu- 530

tion of midvelocity fragments with the prediction of AMD 531

plus GEMINI++, running the dynamical code with different 532

hypotheses on the stiffness of the symmetry energy. 533

The first and the second moment of the isotopic distribu- 534

tion, both of them as a function of Z , have been produced 535

for ejectiles in the charge range 2 � Z � 11 belonging to the 536

backward selection of Sec. IV B. Such selection should in- 537

clude the maximum amount of midvelocity products, although 538

it is not able to exclude evaporated particles emitted back- 539

ward from the QP. In this sample also the lighter fragments 540

of events classified as QP breakup (i.e., 40◦ � ϑc.m.
rel � 100◦, 541

see Ref. [40]) have been included, because there is no sharp 542

boundary between the midvelocity emission and the asym- 543

metric QP breakup with the light fragment backward emitted 544

with respect to the QP. Hydrogen isotopes have been excluded 545

because in AMD with the soft parametrization, corresponding 546

to the SLy4 force in Ref. [50], the deuteron binding energy 547

is largely overestimated and this fact produces an anomalous 548

increase of their multiplicity [47]. 549

The obtained results are plotted in Fig. 12 for the system 550

80Kr + 48Ca, where in Fig. 12(a) the 〈N〉/Z vs. Z and in 551

Fig. 12(b) the second moment σN of the isotopic distribution 552

are shown. Solid circles correspond to the experimental data, 553

while red (green) crosses are the simulation results with the 554

stiff (soft) parametrization for the symmetry energy and using 555

GEMINI++ as an afterburner. 556

The experimental 〈N〉/Z vs. Z [Fig. 12(a)] displays the 557

typical features already observed in many works (for example, 558

Fig. 7 of Ref. [12] and references therein): Starting from 559

Z = 3 the average isospin first decreases when the charge 560

Z increases, with the exception of Z = 7 and Z = 9, and 561

then flattens; the 〈N〉/Z of Z = 2 is very close to 1 be- 562

cause α particles dominate. Concerning the simulated data, 563

the most striking observation is that the experimental results 564

are very well reproduced by the simulation; in particular, the 565

〈N〉/Z of light fragments (Z = 3–5) is better reproduced by 566
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FIG. 12. (a) 〈N〉/Z vs. Z for light ejectiles backward emitted with
respect to the QP residue and forward emitted with respect to the
center of mass (b) Second moment of the isotopic distribution for
the same ejectiles. Data refer to 80Kr + 48Ca. Black solid circles:
Experimental data. Red crosses: AMD with stiff parametrization for
the symmetry energy followed by GEMINI++ as an afterburner.
Green crosses: AMD with soft parametrization for the symmetry
energy followed by GEMINI++ as an afterburner. In addition to
type (i) and type (ii) events, also QP fission events, considering the
smaller fragment of the fission pair, have been included. Lines: AMD
primary data (red: stiff, green: soft).

the stiff parametrization, while no sensitivity to the symme-567

try energy formula is obtained for higher Z ejectiles (both568

parametrizations work well for these heavier products). The569

simulated data shown in the figure have been obtained using570

GEMINI++ as afterburner, but all these observations remain571

true also if GEMINI Fortran90 afterburner is used.572

If we look at Fig. 12(b) for σN , first, we observe that the573

model really does a good job in reproducing the experimental574

data; unfortunately, this picture shows that the second mo-575

ment of the isotopic distribution of the IMF is not able to576

give significant constraints on the symmetry energy. In fact577

the experimental behavior, which displays a staggering trend,578

with broader mass distributions for even Z (with the exception579

of Z = 2, where α emission is dominant) is reasonably well580

reproduced by both parametrizations with GEMINI++ after-581

burner, with no clear indications in favor of one of them. When582

GEMINI Fortran90 is used (not shown), the second moment583

is systematically slightly overestimated, except for Z = 3 and584

Z = 6 (where data are well reproduced), but again no clear585

indication concerning the stiffness of the symmetry energy is586

obtained.587

As stated in the Introduction, in the present AMD cal-588

culation the first-order coefficient for the expansion of the589

symmetry energy as a function of the density changes from 590

L = 108 MeV for the stiff parametrization to L = 46 MeV 591

for the soft one. In view of such a variation the largest ob- 592

served changes in the 〈N〉/Z shown in Fig. 12(a) are of the 593

order of 0.1 at the level of secondary fragments. Since, as 594

shown in Fig. 11, the effect of the isospin drift itself on 〈N〉/Z 595

is of the order of 0.1 for Z = 4, the fact that we observe 596

variations of the same order on this observable when the 597

symmetry energy recipe is changed from a stiff one (where the 598

drift is enhanced) to a soft one (where the drift mechanism is 599

damped) is fully understandable and within the expectations. 600

Until now we have discussed the postevaporation results of 601

the simulation; if we look at primary data (lines in Fig. 12) 602

we can see that there is a significant difference between the 603

stiff and the soft parametrizations for σN [Fig. 12(b)], as 604

suggested in Ref. [51]; in particular, for the stiff case, the iso- 605

topic distribution is wider. Concerning 〈N〉/Z [Fig. 12(a)], for 606

heavy IMF the difference between the two parametrizations is 607

indeed negligible, while it reaches a maximum value of 6% for 608

light Z . 609

A possible explanation of the negligible difference between 610

the two symmetry energy parametrizations for the first mo- 611

ment of the isotopic distribution of the IMF at the level of 612

primary fragments may arise from the fact that on the results 613

presented in Fig. 12(a) there are conflicting contributions at 614

work. In particular, we are looking at the cumulative effects of 615

diffusion, drift, and fractionation, which produce contrasting 616

or even opposite effects on the isotopic composition of the 617

IMF and whose strength depends in different (also opposite) 618

ways on the symmetry energy. For example, with the soft 619

symmetry energy, the isospin drift is weaker, while the isospin 620

diffusion is stronger and also the isospin fractionation, which 621

tends to make the IMF more symmetric, is stronger. 622

For both parametrizations of the symmetry energy the ap- 623

plication of the afterburner tends to reduce the width of the 624

isotopic distribution and to decrease the 〈N〉/Z , except for 625

very light IMF, which in addition are more affected by the 626

side feeding process from heavier products. The final result 627

of the decay process is that the second moment loses its 628

sensitivity to the stiffness of the symmetry energy, while, 629

concerning 〈N〉/Z , the difference between the stiff and the 630

soft parametrization for Z = 3–5 becomes larger than that ob- 631

served for primary fragments. In particular, for both primary 632

and secondary data the Li and Be isotopes are more neutron 633

rich when the symmetry energy is stiff compared with the case 634

of the soft symmetry energy. For the secondary fragments, 635

the difference is about 0.06 in 〈N〉/Z (or about 0.2 in 〈N〉) 636

for these light IMF. This may be interpreted as an effect of 637

isospin drift which should be strong for the stiff symmetry 638

energy. However, a qualitatively similar dependence on the 639

symmetry energy is expected in principle from the isospin 640

fractionation which allows more neutron-rich fragments when 641

the symmetry energy is stiff. 642

An attempt at eliminating the fractionation effect can be 643

done by looking at the difference between 〈N〉 of backward 644

and forward particles as a function of their Z (as in Fig. 11, but 645

without dividing by Z just to emphasize the result for heavier 646

fragments), as shown in Fig. 13 again for the 48Ca target. In 647

fact, the isospin fractionation is expected to be independent 648
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FIG. 13. Difference between 〈N〉 of backward and forward
particles as a function of their Z for the system 80Kr + 48Ca
(minimum charge of QP residue: 12). Black circles: Experimen-
tal data; red crosses: Stiff AMD+GEMINI++; green crosses: Soft
AMD+GEMINI++.

of the emission direction thus affecting in a similar way both649

forward and backward emissions; therefore it should cancel650

out in their difference. We find that the obtained symmetry651

energy dependence for Z = 3 and 4 is not much reduced with652

respect to that in Fig. 12(a), suggesting the existence of sym-653

metry energy effects beyond isospin fractionation. Moreover654

the good agreement of the calculations with the experimental655

results seems to favor the stiff symmetry energy. Although the656

statistical uncertainty is large for these fragments after apply-657

ing the geometrical filter corresponding to the experimental658

situation, a similar dependence is observed for the fragments659

also before applying the filter (e.g., the difference of �〈N〉660

between the stiff and soft case without the experimental filter661

is 0.24 for Z = 4).662

Concerning the 80Kr + 40Ca system, no indication about663

the stiffness of the symmetry energy can be derived comparing664

the experimental �〈N〉 with the simulated one. The lower665

collected statistics for this system and the more stringent666

condition on the QP selection because of the 40Ar pollution667

make it impossible to draw any clear conclusion from the in-668

spection of the neutron content of Z = 2–4. A higher amount669

of statistics would be necessary to clarify the behavior of this670

system.671

Concerning the isospin diffusion process, in the 672

80Kr + 48Ca system the target is more neutron rich than 673

the projectile. Therefore, right after the diffusion has started, 674

more protons than neutrons will flow out of the projectile, 675

making the neck region less neutron rich and the backward 676

side of the projectile more neutron rich. However, as the 677

diffusion progresses, neutrons from the target move toward 678

the projectile, thus neutron-enriching the neck. Then, if the 679

diffusion ends before the total isospin equilibration, the 680

backward side of the projectile (and the neck zone) may 681

be more neutron rich than the forward side. Therefore, it is 682

not evident how the isospin diffusion, which is known to be 683

stronger when the symmetry energy is soft, affects the 〈N〉/Z 684

of the backward side of the projectile. It is then important to 685

extend this study by varying the combination of projectile and 686

target. 687

If we compare the total yields of the different isotopes 688

predicted by the model for the two stiffnesses of the symmetry 689

energy, without trying to disentangle the different contribu- 690

tions, as shown in Fig. 14, then we can put into evidence the 691

isotopic regions in which we can expect to obtain a better 692

sensitivity to the symmetry energy formula. In Fig. 14 the 693

ratios between the yields of the different isotopes produced 694

by the stiff and the soft simulations are shown, both for 4π 695

data (i.e., without applying the geometrical filter) and for 696

filtered ones. The maximum sensitivity to the stiffness of 697

the symmetry energy occurs where the ratios are appreciably 698

different from 1. This appears to be the case for the most 699

neutron-rich isotopes, without substantial modifications due 700

to the geometrical filter. 701

Therefore, as shown in Fig. 15, we normalized the yields of 702

He, Li, and Be isotopes to those for which the ratio stiff/soft 703

is close to 1, namely 4He for Z = 2, 7Li for Z = 3, and 9Be 704

for Z = 4, in order to increase the sensitivity to the adopted 705

parametrization of the symmetry energy. 706

Unfortunately, these data do not offer a clear answer con- 707

cerning the best recipe for the symmetry energy; in any 708

case, in all the cases in which the two parametrizations give 709

different values, the stiff calculation is closer to the experi- 710

mental data. In particular, in the soft case 9Li and 12Be are 711

not observed in the selected simulated sample, namely the 712
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FIG. 14. AMD+GEMINI++: Ratios between the yields produced by the stiff and the soft calculations. All particles forward emitted in
the center of mass are included.
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ratio 9Li / 7Li (12Be / 9Be) is smaller than 5 × 10−4 (1×10−3).713

Therefore the dependence on the symmetry energy observed714

in σN (Z ) of the primary fragments may survive in the yield of715

neutron-rich fragments in the final state. To corroborate this716

statement, we have also verified that 9Li and 12Be are mainly717

directly produced in the dynamical stage.718

The general conclusion of the presented analysis is that719

it is necessary to rely on other observables and other tech-720

niques to obtain more reliable constraints on the symmetry721

energy. An example could be the isospin transport ratio, as722

in the experimental program of INDRA-FAZIA at GANIL.723

Moreover, in order to better evidence the isospin drift effect,724

it is convenient to choose collisions between nuclei with the725

same N/Z (but not with N = Z because in the hydrodinamical726

picture of Ref. [19] the drift term disappears in symmetric727

matter), where the diffusion process is not present.728

Another aspect worth noting is the fact that our results729

weakly point toward a value for the first-order term (L = 108730

MeV) at the upper limit (or beyond) of recent compilations731

(see for example Fig. 3 of Ref. [33] or Fig. 1 of Ref. [52]732

or Ref [24]); anyhow, since the fragment yields can also de-733

pend on physical ingredients other than the symmetry energy734

parameter L, it is clear that the indicated value must not be735

considered as an absolute estimate, but it shows only a trend736

toward a stiff-kind behavior of the symmetry energy.737

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS738

This work deals with the analysis of experimental data, col-739

lected with four FAZIA blocks, for the systems 80Kr + 40,48Ca740

at 35 MeV/nucleon; these data were also the subject of741

Ref. [40], focused on the QP break up. In this paper ex-742

perimental evidences of both kinds of isospin transport743

phenomena (drift and diffusion) in semiperipheral events have744

been shown. Concerning the isospin diffusion, the isotopic745

distribution of the QP residue (for Z � 25, where the iso-746

topic resolution is experimentally available) obtained when747

the target was 40Ca was compared with that obtained with the748

neutron-rich target, finding a shift toward more neutron-rich749

isotopes when the target was 48Ca. A similar signal, both in750

the average isotopic composition and in the isobaric/isotopic751

ratios, was found also looking at the ejectiles evaporated by 752

the QP. 753

The experimental data have been compared with the pre- 754

diction of a simulation based on the AMD model, followed 755

by GEMINI (both in the C++ and in the Fortran 90 version) 756

as an afterburner, which already proved to be able to well 757

reproduce this kind of reactions [40,47]; also in this case it 758

gave very good results. The simulation was used both to check 759

the validity of the applied conditions to select the desired 760

channels and to find some possible constraint on the density 761

dependence of the symmetry energy; for this latter purpose 762

AMD was run with both a stiff and a soft parametrization. 763

A weak hint toward a stiff symmetry energy, independently 764

of the used afterburner, was found looking at the average 765

isotopic composition of light products backward emitted with 766

respect to the QP residue and forward emitted in the center 767

of mass, i.e., in the region where the midvelocity contribu- 768

tion is significant. Anyhow, it is clear that the investigated 769

observable is not able to give a stringent constraint on this de- 770

pendence; more complete data, including isospin-symmetric 771

and isospin-asymmetric systems in order to exploit the isospin 772

transport ratio, are mandatory. In such scenario, the first 773

INDRA-FAZIA campaign at GANIL should supply data of 774

good quality and completeness, allowing more stringent con- 775

straints on the results of the theoretical models. 776
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